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This book presents the most recent achievements in the field of a very fast developing Computer Science. It is a very fascinating science, which still encompasses a number of uncovered areas of study with urgent problems to be solved. Therefore, thousands of scientists are dealing with it elaborating on more and more practical and efficient methods. It is likely that their work will soon result in construction of a very effective, artificial computer-brain.

Effective and fast face feature extraction and reliable face feature representation is a key problem in many applications. The most important areas involved in implementing good solutions for that problem are: human-computer interaction, face biometrics, interpretation of face expression, face coding and face tracking. Even though there are many known methods of face detection in images, face feature extraction and representation, still the performance of real-time recognition systems, e.g. for biometrics human identification, is not satisfactory.

In general face feature extraction and representation can be appearance based, 2D geometry based or 3D model based. Since it is difficult to achieve reliable invariance to changing viewing conditions (rotation in depth, pose changes) while basing on 2D geometry [1][15] and 3D models techniques [4][10], currently most of the algorithms are appearance based and use PCA or its derivatives ICA and LDA [2][13] [19].

Another popular approach, which is based on Gabor Wavelets, is also appearance based, but local features are computed in the specified points as Gabor filtration coefficients (responses). Such approach relies on filtering the face image by the bank of Gabor filters. Then faces can be efficiently represented by the filter coefficients (so called Gabor Jets) calculated in the extracted fiducial (characteristic) points [12] [14] [20]. It is mainly because Gabor Wavelets are invariant to some degree to affine deformations and homogeneous illumination changes.
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ppk on JavaScript, 1/e (VOICES)New Riders Publishing, 2006
Whether you're an old-school scripter who needs to modernize your JavaScripting skills or a standards-aware Web developer who needs best practices and code examples, you'll welcome this guide from a JavaScript master.

Other JavaScript books use example scripts that have little bearing on real-world Web...
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Multiple SclerosisDemos Medical Publishing, 2005

	Education about multiple sclerosis has traditionally been medically oriented and related to disease and dysfunction. In contrast, this brand-new second edition of the Guide continues to focus on staying well in the presence of MS, a disease that - while incurable - can be managed. The book covers a broad spectrum of topics related to MS and...
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Arduino Robotics (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	This book will show you how to use your Arduino to control a variety of different robots, while providing step-by-step instructions on the entire robot building process. You'll learn Arduino basics as well as the characteristics of different types of motors used in robotics. You also discover controller methods and failsafe...
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Program Evaluation for Social Workers: Foundations of Evidence-Based ProgramsOxford University Press, 2019

	Over the course of 20 years and eight editions, the goals of the book have remained the same: to prepare students to participate in evaluative activities within their organizations, become beginning critical producers and consumers of the professional evaluative literature, and reap the benefits of more advanced evaluation courses and...
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Digital Performer 6 Power!: The Comprehensive Guide (Artistpro)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	Digital Performer is one of the leading digital audio workstation programs for the Mac. It allows you to sequence MIDI, record multiple channels of audio, mix them down, synch them to video, and utilize plug-in software synthesizers and software studios. Digital Performer 6 Power!: The Comprehensive Guide provides a versatile guide to setting...
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Wherever the Sound Takes You: Heroics and Heartbreak in Music MakingUniversity of Chicago Press, 2019

	
		David Rowell is a professional journalist and an impassioned amateur musician. He’s spent decades behind a drum kit, pondering the musical relationship between equipment and emotion. In Wherever the Sound Takes You, he explores the essence of music’s meaning with a vast spectrum of players, trying to understand...
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